
It enter the sensor warm-up state. After about 40 

seconds, the warm-up is completed, the green light 

flashes once, and the buzzer makes a long "beep", 

and the product enters the normal standby mode.

Put the waterproof cover 

on the trap’s top. 

Place the trap on a clean, dry surface along a 

wall. Position the trap with entrance facing 

away from the wall.

When a rodent enters and the trap is triggered, for 

using the batteries, the shock time is 150 seconds; for 

USB power, the shock time is 180 seconds.

After killing the rat, the green light flashes once every 10 

seconds, and the buzzer "beeps" once every 1 minute.

Rodent Disposal: Turn the switch to OFF (“0”) and remove 

the batteries. Pull and remove the top chamber and properly 

discard the rodent. Follow the cleaning instructions on the 

trap or in the manual.

Before adding bait, turn the switch to 

the OFF(“0”)position.

Put the bait into the bait cup.

Insert 4 “D”batteries or connect the 

USB cord to the power source. 

Then turn on the switch to the ON (“I”)

position. The green light will be on for 

1 second, and the buzzer will make a short "beep" sound.

Precautions for outdoor use:
1.1 The upper electronic part should not be immersed in water. Otherwise,

       the product cannot work normally. Should water enter the upper part,

       contact OWLTRA service team to buy a new upper part for replacement.

1.2 When used outdoors, please check the product status regularly, 

      especially after rain.Please change the bait in time, so as to prevent 

      the food from going bad or being eaten by other animals or reptiles,  

      which will affect the catching effect.

1.3 It is recommended to place the trap against a wall, not in low-lying 

      places  where water is easy to accumulate.

1.4 If water is soaked in the infrared probe, the red and green light will 

       blink at the same  time. Please separate the top and bottom parts, 

      clean and dry the probe promptly.

1.5 The product shall not be soaked in water to avoid functional damage.

Please follow the above instructions strictly for outdoor use.

If you have any questions, please contact us at SERVICE@HIOWLTRA.COM

Statements for Power Supply Mode
This product has two power supply modes: battery power and USB power. 

Battery power is suitable for both indoor & outdoor use, and USB power

(only used indoors) can save on battery costs.

Battery powered：Install four "D" quality alkaline batteries,USB power is 

no longer needed. This mode can be used both indoor & outdoor, and the

 trap can be used freely and placed in different locations, which is more 

convenient. Note that rechargeable batteries cannot be used.

Note: 
1.When using USB for power, please take out the batteries. Also when 

using the batteries, please unplug the USB cord from the electricity. 

2.The USB plug only provides direct power to the trap, and will not charge 

batteries. Please keep it plugged in at all times to ensure the product will 

work normally.

3. USB cannot be connected to a power bank, because the voltage of the 

power bank is not stable. If the voltage is low, it will effect the normal 

working of the trap.

USB power supply: Batteries are no longer needed, which eliminates the 

cost and disposal with using batteries.We suggest using a smart phone 5V 

socket adapter to connect the USB cable, very convenient. While it can not 

be used outdoors, and indoor use requires at a place relatively close to the 

power socket. 
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indicated in the instructions. Rechargeable batteries should be removed 

 Batteries should be inserted with the correct polarity as indicated in the 

and safely disposed of. Remove the batteries if the trap will be stored unused
 for a long period. The supply terminals are not to be short-circuited.

interference that may cause undesired operation. 

used by children aged eight years and above. It can also be used by persons 

 the trap only by dry hands or rubber gloves. Turn the power OFF when baiting
 or touching the metal plates and remove the batteries if necessary. 

by dry hands or rubber gloves. Turn the power OFF when baiting or touching 
the metal plates and remove the batteries if necessary. 

dividuals with heart conditions or similar ailments should be very careful

Failure to read and heed all warnings and directions may cause electric 

dd: 20230330

Q14: Bait was gone, no rodent, what’s the problem?

trap has the above problem, please contact us to send you the video for testing the trap. 

Q16: Bait area plastic was chewed up by rats.

Q17: Can the trap be put under sunshine?

 to prevent the heat rising very high and causing plastic deformation.

replacement, wipe each contact of the battery with a damp cloth, remove any dirt or corrosion, 
and try again.

 If still couldn’t solve the problem, then please contact us to solve the problem for you.

amount of food near the entrance. Once they eat that I put a small amount of food near 

the entrance and middle plate. When they have eaten that I put a small amount of food 

When they have eaten that I put a small amount of food near the entrance, the bait dish 
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